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Abstract. This paper describes a social experiment on an advisory 
recommender system for home energy-saving, called KNOTES. Based on the 
user’s value sense and the effectiveness of the advice, KNOTES aims to 
recommend highly effective advices over the user’s own preferences. In 
addition, KNOTES uses an advice reference history to avoid the repetition of 
redundant advice. For the social experiment, forty-seven subjects used 
KNOTES for about two months. Introducing four metrics for comparing 
KNOTES with a random recommender, this paper verifies that KNOTES could 
recommend the advices which are desirable from the view of energy-saving and 
could avoid the repetition of redundant advices. The remaining issue has been 
prediction of the users’ preferences according to their value sense. 

Keywords: recommender system, home-energy-saving, man-machine 
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1 Introduction 

Various recommender systems have been proposed to help users effectively select 
contents that interest them from a potentially overwhelming set of choices [1]. The 
traditional systems have usually dealt with business products such as books and 
music, focusing on users’ preferences that show what they are most likely to accept. 
Meanwhile, they are not designed for a recommendation of advices that change and 
improve our lifestyle, such as energy saving, weight control, and smoking stoppage. 
In such cases, effective recommendations are not always based on the user’s 
preferences as the best results cannot be achieved when they choose only the advice 
that they like. Not all preferred advice is effective for all users. Thus, it is desirable 
that the systems focus on not only user’s preference but also the effectiveness of 
advice. 
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For evaluating such advisory recommender systems, it is necessary to collect log 
data by social experiments. Based on the advice execution history from the log data, 
the effect of advice can be verified. It is also necessary to simultaneously define the 
evaluation metrics by considering the system characteristics [2]. 

This paper describes an advisory recommender systems and its social experiment. 
The system is named KNOTES (KNOwledge & Transaction based domestic Energy 
saving support System), which we developed in the previous study [3]. This system 
specializes in energy saving and aims to select effective advices that are in user’s 
interest. The experiment includes forty seven subjects who used KNOTES for about 
two months. Analyzing the log data, KNOTES was evaluated with the proposed 
evaluation metrics.  

In chapter 2, this paper will introduce the traditional recommender systems  
and requirements for advisory recommender systems. In chapter 3, this paper will 
show overview of an advisory recommender system for energy-saving and its 
recommendation algorithm. In chapter 4, this paper will describe the social 
experiment, which verifies whether the purposes of the system are accomplished. In 
chapter 5, this paper will conclude and suggest the future issues. 

2 Recommender Systems 

2.1 Overview of Related Systems 

By offering useful information, recommender systems support users in various 
decision-making processes, such as what books to buy, what music to listen or what 
online news to read [4]. There are two major traditional recommendation methods. 
One is content-based filtering, which chooses content that is similar to the user’s 
current interests. The other is collaborative filtering, which chooses content based on 
the interests of similar users. Both methods attempt to predict users’ interest in an 
item by focusing on their preferences. 

Accuracy metrics are widely used as an evaluation tool for systems based on such 
methods by expressing how precisely the system can predict the user’s preference. 
These are arguably the most important metrics, because there is marginal use of 
recommendations for content that does not interest the user [5].  

In recent attempts to improve the user’s satisfaction for the systems, other metrics 
have attracted attention [2], [6], focusing on novelty, serendipity [7], and diversity [6]. 
However, when these systems tried to simultaneously improve several metrics, a 
trade-off problem occurred [4]. In particular, accuracy decreased as the system put a 
higher priority on novelty, thus, it is essential to improve several metrics while 
maintaining accuracy. 

In addition, it was also pointed out that the performance of the system changes 
according to the number of users and the number of items [8].Therefore, it is 
necessary to select recommendation methods that are most appropriate to the purpose 
of the system and data size [2]. 
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2.2 Requirements for Advisory Recommender Systems 

In this section, we consider the case in where a recommender system provides advice 
which changes and improves our life-style, such as energy-saving, weight control and 
smoking stoppage. It was reported that energy saving, such as time restricting the use 
of an air-conditioner, reduces comfort [9]. Such advice is often disliked by a user 
because of the mental workload. If the system makes recommendations only 
according to the user’s preferences, some effective advices might not be suggested, 
thus, it is necessary to consider not only user’s preference but also the effectiveness of 
advice. The advisory recommender system should suggest advice which is acceptable 
for a user and yet desirable for energy-saving.  

It is suggested that users dislike getting the same advice. This problem prevents the 
users from repeatedly using the system. Thus, it is desirable to avoid repeating advice 
which a user has already followed and advice and overly repetitive advice. 

The most important requirement is that the system prompts users to act on the 
advice given, because the essence of recommender systems is to support users in 
decision-making processes. Implementing this requirement imposes a change of 
consciousness to the user, thus, it also seems to be the most difficult issue. 
Encapsulating the above discussion, there are three requirements on advisory 
recommender systems: 

• To recommend highly effective advice in the user’s interest, 
• To avoid the repetition of redundant advice, 
• To prompt user to execute the given advice. 

3 Advisory Recommender System on Energy-Saving 

3.1 System Structure 

To implement these requirements, we developed an advisory recommender system 
named KNOTES [3]. This system deals with energy-saving advice. An overview of 
the system is shown in Figure 1. First, users input their profile data including value 
sense and appliances owned by them. Next, they are required to input their monthly 
energy consumption about electricity, gas, and kerosene. Based on the data, KNOTES 
gives advice to users and records its recommendation logs. If the user follows the 
advice given in recommendations, the execution logs record it. The user can 
simultaneously evaluate the advice on a scale of 1–5 on how easy it felt to comply 
and how likely he would be to recommend it to others. Users can repeatedly receive 
different recommendations.  

To reflect the user’s preferences in recommendations, KNOTES collects data about 
user value sense using questionnaires, allowing the system to predict which advice 
will be favorable. The value sense and the effectiveness in advice data are used to 
recommend highly effective advice that remains in the user’s interest. An advice 
reference history, including recommendation logs and execution logs, is used to avoid 
the repetition of redundant advice. 
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Fig. 1. Advisory recommendation from KNOTES 

3.2 Advice Features 

Advice in KNOTES has attributes such as those shown in Table 1. The advice data is 
based on data that was introduced in the report [10]. “Energy-saving”, “CO2 
reduction”, and “Cost saving” show the prospective amounts saved when the advice is 
executed once. “Maximum number of available times” shows the number of times that 
the advice is ideally executed in one year, thereby avoiding the repetition of advice to 
avoid user resistance. “Difficulty level” and “Recommended-level” are dynamic scores 
of 1–5 that are updated to be a mean value by advice evaluations. “Easiness” is the 
combination of “Maximum number of available times” and “Difficulty level”. “Energy 
type” shows the energy target of the advice: electricity, gas, and kerosene. If the 
energy target is not recognized, “no data” is inputted. “Season” shows when the 
advice should be executed.  

Table 1. Example of advice data 

 

3.3 Algorithm for Recommendation 

KNOTES calculates the scores to select advice from all advices user by user. 
According the score, advices in top n (n is 10 in social experiment of chapter 4) are 
selected to become recommendations. The algorithm is divided into the following five 
steps. 

Maximum
number of
available

times
[times/year]

Difficulty
level

(easy:1,
difficult:5)

Use a saving water shower Water heater 2,549.00 130,772.00 7,257.00 1 5.0 3.0 No data Whole year

Reduce the cooling time Electric fan 0.22 10.53 0.53 112 3.0 3.0 Electricity Summer

Reduce the heating time Electric stove 3.47 162.08 8.08 169 3.0 3.0 Electricity Winter

… … … … … … … … … …

Recommended
level

(unrecommend:1,
 recommend:5)

Energy type SeasonSuggestion Appliance
Energy
saving

[MJ/time]

CO2

reduction
[g/time]

Cost
saving

[yen/time]

Easiness
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I. Based on user value sense and the effectiveness of advice, the system scores each 
advice.  

First, based on user value sense given in user profile, KNOTES calculates the weight 
vi of each attribute i (i is in the range 1–5): “Energy saving”, “CO2 reduction”, “Cost 
saving”, “Easiness”, and “Recommended-level”. These weights express how 
important the user considers the five attributes. Then, the system calculates the score 
pj of advice j (j is in the range of 1 – N (N is a 104 in the social experiment of chapter 
4)) with the weight vi and the attribute data aij using formula (1). The total of the 
weights is normalized as one. The maximum data in each attribute is normalized as 
one for calculation. 

 ∑  (1) 

In this calculation, “Easiness” has two attributes, “Maximum number of available 
times” and “Difficulty level”, which are reversal values. Thus, they are subtracted 
from each maximum data before normalization. The normalized “Difficulty level” is 
multiplied by the normalized “Maximum number of available times”, and the value is 
used as “Easiness”. In this step, a score of the advice that matches user value sense 
and have high effects will be raised. 

II. Considering user energy consumption volume, each score is revised. 

Based on the ratio of the energy consumption in the last month c1 and that in the same 
month of the previous year c0, each score is revised by the following formula (2).  

 ⁄  (2) 

III. Recognizing user’s own appliances and season, the system chooses available 
advices. 

The advice about unowned appliances and off-season advice is not available. 

 
owned appliance       not owned appliance  0 (3) 

 
on season  off season   0  (4) 

IV. Referring to advice reference histories, each score is revised. 

Using formula (5), advice seldom executed has a greater chance of being 
recommended. In addition, the system can avoid the repetition of the same advice 
over the available time. For advice j, mj is the maximum number of available time, 
and xj is the number of executed times. 

  (5) 
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The system can avoid repeating the same advice. k is a decay constant from 0 to 1  
(k is 0.95 in the social experiment of chapter 4). dj is the number of recommended 
times on advice j. With this calculation, the score pj decreases as dj increases. 

  (6) 

V. At random, a score of the advice is raised. 

To promote energy saving, it is desirable to inform users of every available advice. 
Thus, the system tries to recommend even low effect advice at least once a year. With 
the following formula (7), the system chooses one advice and raises its score at 
random with the 25% probability. 

 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  (7) 

4 Social Experiment 

4.1 Overview of Experiment 

A social experiment was conducted to verify the three requirements for advisory 
recommender systems in chapter 2. This section describes the data collection and the 
evaluation metrics according to the requirements. 

Data Collection. First, we distributed the manual and questionnaires to forty seven 
subjects to collect the users’ data. The questionnaires included questions about 
appliances owned by users, value sense, among others. They also included questions 
about the monthly amounts of energy consumption and bills for electricity, gas, 
kerosene from September 2009 to August 2011. This energy consumption data was 
used for recommendation algorithm in formula (2). Every subject answered these 
questionnaires by October 21, 2011. 

Next, each subject used KNOTES online from December 1, 2011 to February 8, 
2012, and its action logs were simultaneously recorded in the system. In this 
experiment, 10 suggestions were recommended from a total of 104 pieces of advice at 
once. Moreover, each subject was prescribed to input the monthly amounts of energy 
consumption into the system. Thus, it was expected that every subject would use the 
system once a week during experiment. 

To collect user ratings for each advice, we performed our investigation from 
February 1, 2012 to February 8, 2012. Each subject answered a question about user 
rating (want to execute: 5, not: 1) on a web site. The rating data was transformed into 
a binary scale by converting every rating of 4 or 5 to “like”, and those of 1–3 to 
“dislike”. 

Evaluation Metrics. To verify the three requirements, this subsection proposes four 
evaluation metrics: accuracy, excess, achievement and accumulation recall. Then, a 
random recommender system is introduced for a comparative evaluation with 
KNOTES. 
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• To recommend highly effective advice in the user’s interest 

It is necessary to identify effective advices. Thus, all advice is divided into two equal 
groups, “high effect” and “low effect”, according to the sum of attributes in the advice 
data: “Energy saving”, “CO2 reduction” and “Cost saving”. The proportion of “like” 
and “high effect” advices in all of the recommended advices is calculated to verify 
this requirement. 

Accuracy is defined as confirmation that the system can reflect the user’s 
preferences. The mean absolute error and mean square error have been used widely as 
accuracy metrics [11]. However, the metrics have been useful only when the system 
predicts user rating of each suggestion. Therefore, the metrics are not useful for 
KNOTES. Here accuracy is defined as a mean of user ratings in recommended 
advices. 

 Accuracy Mean of user ratings in recommended advices (8) 

• To avoid the repetition of redundant advice 

Excess is defined as the sum of ratios of the number of excess times to the maximum 
number of available times on each advice, as shown in formula (9). If the user 
executes the advice more than the ideal times, the user may not efficiently save 
energy. Excess becomes better as the value gets closer to zero. For advice j for user u,  is the set of available advice,   is a maximum number of available times and  is a number of executed times. 

 Excess 100 | | ∑ ,
 (9) 

• To prompt user to execute the given advice 

For the verification of this requirement, achievement and accumulation recall are 
defined. Achievement is defined as the sum of ratios of the number of executed times 
to the maximum number of available times of each advice. For the user, it is desirable 
to execute all available advices according to the maximum number of available time 
on each advice. 

 Achievement 100 | | ∑  ,
 (10) 

Accumulation recall is defined as the ratio of the sum of the number of executed times 
to the sum of the maximum number of available times on each “like” advice.  is the 
set of “like” available advice for user u. 

 Accumulation recall 100 ∑  ,∑  (11) 

To comparatively evaluate KNOTES, a random recommender system is used. 
Recognizing user’s own appliances and season, the random recommender also 
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chooses available advices, as shown in formulas (3) and (4). Then, the system selects 
10 suggestions at random from the available advices. 

For three metrics, excess, achievement and accumulation recall, it is necessary to 
calculate the number of executed times . This number is calculated using the 
advice execution ratio in the social experiment.  

4.2 Results 

Experimental Results 
As a result of the social experiment, twenty seven subjects were regarded as valid 
data. The average subject used the system six times during experiments, as shown in 
Table 2. This table shows the top and bottom three users in descending order by the 
number of times the system was used. The execution ratio varied user by user and 
showed marginal correlation with the number of times the system was used. 

Table 2. Results of social experiment on KNOTES (top and bottom three users) 

 

Evaluation Results. The proportions of “like” and “high effect” advice in all 
recommended advice are shown in Table 3, along with the values of the t-test in each 
proportion. The “like” and “high effect” advices were likely to be recommended in 
KNOTES more than when using the random recommender. Effective advice was 
given high priority compared with interesting advices in KNOTES, because the 
proportions of “high effect” and “dislike” advice were better than those of “low effect” 
and “like” advices.  

The results for four metrics are shown in Table 4. From t-value, the differences 
between KNOTES and the random recommender were not proven for the following 
metrics: accuracy, achievement and accumulation recall. The excess metrics was 
better than the random recommender, and the difference between the systems was 
also proven. The value of excess in KNOTES was zero, therefore, it was verified that 
the system could avoid the repetition of redundant advice. However, the accuracy of 
KNOTES was not better than that of the random recommender.  

User id
Number of
use times

Types of
available advice

Types of
like-advice

Total number of
recommended advice

(Types)

Total number of
executed advice

(Types)
Execution ratio

1003 16 65 12 160 (45) 11 (9) 6.9%

1001 15 74 17 150 (44) 53 (16) 35.3%

1024 13 79 30 130 (44) 77 (18) 59.2%

… … … … … … …

1048 2 79 37 20 (14) 12 (8) 60.0%

1014 1 63 25 10 (10) 0 (0) 0.0%

1034 1 74 20 10 (10) 0 (0) 0.0%

mean 6.3 74.4 30.4 62.6 (23.1) 18.3 (7.7) 26.5%
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Table 3. Proportions in recommended advice 

 

Table 4. Results for four metrics 

 

4.3 Discussion 

In results, the number of times KNOTES was used was fewer than expected, and the 
execution ratio was not good, possibly because the interface of KNOTES was difficult 
to use. Moreover, users hesitated to execute an advice because of the mental workload 
required. In an advisory recommender system, it is important that the system prompts 
users to execute advice in a user-friendly way. 

Conversely, it is conceivable that the advisory recommender system should store 
several small advices for recommendation. Some energy-saving methods have not 
only a significant effect but correspondingly significant drawbacks. By collecting 
many small advices, it will become easier to reflect the life rhythm and demand of the 
user in making recommendation. It will also become easier to recommend advices at 
more opportune times for the user. 

KNOTES was likely to recommend “like” and “high effect” advices more than the 
random recommender, as shown in Table 3. This is because the system focuses on not 
only user’s preference but also the effectiveness of advice in first step of 
recommendation algorithm. However, at the same step, the system failed to predict 
user's preferences by using user value sense. It resulted in a decline in accuracy, as 
shown in Table 4.  

To precisely predict user’s preferences, it is desirable to investigate the tendency of 
the user from log data. Analyzing what advice is more readily accepted by a user is 
regarded as a future issue. This social experiment provided useful data for such an 
analysis. Moreover, it is considered as a remedy to combine the traditional method 
focusing user’s preferences with KNOTES. 

5 Conclusions 

An advisory recommender system that provides advice in the domain of energy 
saving, weight control and smoking stoppage is required. Unlike the traditional 

like dislike like dislike

KNOTES 31.87% 43.64% 6.95% 17.54%

Random 20.93% 23.57% 20.02% 35.49%

t-value 4.61 11.07 −8.69 −11.01

high effect low effect

 

Accuracy
Excess

[%]
Achievement

[%]
Accumulation

recall [%]
KNOTES 2.41 0 2.54 0.11

Random 2.51 0.85 2.36 0.07

t-value -0.99 -2.84 0.89 1.86
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recommender systems, the system needs to focus on not only user’s preference but 
also the effectiveness of advice. Moreover, the system should be user-friendly by the 
avoidance of the repetition of redundant advice. To implement the requirements, this 
paper has described an interactive system, named KNOTES, and its social 
experiments. The social experiment was conducted with forty seven subjects for about 
two months. To verify the requirements, the evaluation metrics have been defined: 
accuracy, excess, achievement and accumulation recall. 

It has verified that KNOTES recommended the “high effect” advices and avoided 
the repetition of redundant advice. Meanwhile, it has not verified that the system 
recommend “like” advices, because of inaccuracy in the prediction of users’ 
preferences based on their value sense. Improving the accuracy of the 
recommendations is one of remaining issues by applying the traditional method to 
KNOTES. 
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